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Aleutian Blue 

 

Silhouettes rise toward the waxing moon 

while undulate folds soothe the horizon. 

Wings flutter and settle against the darkness, 

bare feet covet warmth and slip beneath. 

 

Shifting shadows of fabled dreams 

inhabit hollows worn 

in rivulets upon the berth. 

 

Ice cracking in the straits echoes 

the sound of blue bells  standing 

sentinels of spring. 

 

Umiak bows strung like arrows  wait 

dispersed upon the sea 

floating palettes of blue and blue-green 

heaps set free by polynya,  tide paths of spring. 

 

Hand to brow the women gaze 

across waters sing! The hunter’s jubilee,  sing! 

the flora from the earth  hastening to seed 

before the snow returns. 

 

Moon-curved backs along the hillside roam 

eyes peer  parting rays of sunshine play 

midst squirrel grass golden fronds 

hidden ptarmigan treasures. 

 

Paddles ply the lacustrine surface,  ripples dividing 

radiance bend the seekers vision  peaks from 

seen but unreached, mapping illusions trail 

fata morgana…the natives laugh. 

 

Marion G. Dumont 

May 1998 
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Amrita 

 

Sinuous lanes lie below flannel skies 

stretched tight as a sheet. 

Wheels ease over rise and curve, trace 

the hara with firm broad strokes. 

Alders spread naked limbs, dangle catkins 

in hollows swollen. 

Along sacral contours draped in crimson gauze 

calyx blush ruddy as virgin thighs  eager for summer’s heat. 

Deep splashes lick skyward off tender tangles 

that twist and lift off pillowed earth. 

The morning light fingers curtained lids 

criss-crossed with counting days. 

I curl the cat beneath featherdown and wait. 

 

Moon-cupped hands cradle wanton souls while 

twilight fades the tide into womb darkness. 

 

The cock crows open the lips of dawn. 

The earth’s arch pulls the blush of its veil 

over shadows of blue 

and dreams shine apricot warmth. 

Loons slip beneath languid waters, 

sleek forms plummet zenith 

and fledglings fumble those first awkward strokes 

until desire consumes and inhibitions 

float ashen in the heat. 

 

Marion G. Dumont 

October 2001 

Tahoma West, University of Washington: Tacoma, Vol. 8, No. 2, Spring 2004 
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Eucalyptus 

 

The word dances on the tongue like a reckless night. 

Tingles my nose and throat as I sink into a hot bath. 

My eyes close and I remember newlyweds lost in L.A. 

 

The tree-lined black top ripples in the heat. 

Traffic stops. 

I gaze upwards like a sleepy koala. 

The blue mottled canopy rustles the scent of 

soft, blue tongues. 

 

Vows smolder among the evergreens, 

sweet words spent by summer’s heat 

litter my life in thin blue strips. 

Sorrow shimmers the sky a silvery grey. 

I rest in the shade of the fevertree 

and cool my fitful sleep. 

 

Pulled from the earth dream roots drip sap 

on tongues that lap with sweet resonance. 

I quench my thirst 

and rise on billowed breath 

for the long walk home. 

 

Marion G. Dumont 

May 1999 
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I am the Caliban 

 

I am the Caliban, the woman, the heretic, the healer, the disobedient wife.
1
 

I live alone and with other women. 

I expose poisonous words and inspire resistance. 

 

I stand at the end of the drive and push back 

against the smoke of history 

against the lies of female weakness 

against the hate that rains upon me and my kin. 

 

Scorn me, rape me, stone me 

there is no death in my world 

the cycles of life re-turn, re-member, re-store. 

Eternal is the Mother, her darkness harbors the light of truth. 

 

I am the (M)other. 

 

Marion G. Dumont 

July 15, 2016 

  

                                                           
1
 Federici, Sylvia. Caliban and the Witch: Women, the Body and Primitive Accumulation. Autonomedia: Brooklyn, 

N.Y. 2004, 11. 
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Le Foulard 

 

Childhood memories fade indigo veils 

drawn ‘round like protective wings 

in an early morning rain. 

 

In my dream, Grandmother 

lay naked on a bed of crumpled linens. 

The dark grey of her eyes 

held secrets bound for eternity. 

 

That which is true to the soul 

will of its own accord, triumph 

however slowly. . .  

from life to death to life. 

 

Marion G. Dumont 

A poem for my French Grandmother, Fernande Dumont 

1999 
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Life is A Piccadilly Circus 

 

Who will bring coffee to the bearded lady? 

The night breeze teases the tops of trees. 

Memory echoes through empty space, in faded colors 

silence settles the tarpaulin. 

The Carnie stares into the dark, 

starry reflections cast back to ‘muse the old. 

Above his head a string of lights sway 

against the backdrop of a clouded sky. Raindrops pilter his cap. 

He turns to go. Drips drop to the dusty ground, 

small craters of a distant moon. 

Fingers grasp the cooling cup like gnarled roots ‘round a stone. 

Who will bring coffee to the bearded lady? 

 

He peers through the half-curtained window. 

She sits, cushions envelop her oversized body. 

The heady scent of musk oil escapes the open door. 

Candle flames flicker shadows on silk drapes 

hung like bat wings. 

Let the egress remain clear. . . no darkness entwine, 

nor malice satisfy. 

 

Marion G. Dumont 

1998 

Tahoma West, University of Washington: Tacoma, Vol. 8, No. 2, Spring 2004 
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On this day in the sun near Burley Lagoon 

 

I write in silence broken, 

the clap of cars furrows my brow. 

Slip-stck…stck-snap…slip-stck… 

serenity satiates the spaces between. 

I listen…conjure Mozart, birds and waves 

lapping the wind sweeps the riptide. 

 

A raven couplet glisten china silk, 

yellowed beaks accent the painter’s brush. 

The grace of wings carve 

the scent of wisteria, color the world lavender. 

 

Dusk spills over the hillside, 

the lagoon flush with the setting sun. 

An early summerset under the sapphire blue 

of an April sky. 

Softness frames the space between darkness and dawn. 

 

In unbroken silence there is the blush of possibility. 

 

Marion G. Dumont 

1999 
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Otowi House 

 

The open window billows 

the soft smell of rain and mariposa lilies. 

Sunshine and shadow tarry 

like gatekeepers at her kitchen door. 

Near-the-place-where-the-river-makes-a-noise, 

a woman stands   living 

melodies run wild. 

 

Pueblos weather-worn 

weave this woman through the years; 

Buffalo dance the earth,  blue sky corn 

fills clay pots, echo the rainsong. 

 

Plateaus rise like fresh baked bread, 

Shumo, To-tavi, ancient guardians of the land 

embrace adobe home. 

The heat of pine knots gather 

high on the mesa under falling gold. 

 

Bohrs and Oppenheimer transpose 

under pinions, red glare; 

ragged with a breaking world they run 

to the small house  where tables of candlelight 

illumine tattered souls,  peace and quiet follow 

on the scent of juniper and chocolate. 

 

A simple woman, a simple home, simple story told- 

Tilano’s washings from the well, thirst quenched 

garden bounty and woodstove cooking. 

Christmas fires blaze epilogues 

of tranquil evenings  arduous days 

overlooking river, mesa, colored desert hues. 

 

Drawn in close, To-tavi cradles weathered skin. 

Near-the-place-where-the-river-makes-no-noise 

water runs in rivulets  seeps into bone dry earth. 

Mariposa lilies push skyward, 

eyes shine with departing light,  breath soft 

the spirit soars high above the mesa 

under falling gold. 

Marion G. Dumont, August 1998 

Tahoma West, University of Washington: Tacoma, Issue 6, Spring 2002. 
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Romani 

 

Resounding from the empyreal shore 

a caravan of thought 

draws me into the night. 

 

I stand in the wintry field 

of yellowed grass 

a sanctuary of shadows and light 

cast down around me. 

 

Gazing between heaven and earth 

a simple resonance of truth 

explodes. 

 

The stars speak. 

 

In the quiet darkness 

thoughts spiral like 

gypsies caught in a gale. 

 

Marion G. Dumont 

1999 

 

Qui suis-je? 

 

Je suis femme. 

Je suis mére. 

Je suis Grand-mére. 

Je suis ourse. 

Je suis. 

Je suis quand méme. 

 

Who Am I? 

I am woman. 

I am mother. 

I am Grand-mother. 

I am bear. 

I am just the same. 

 

Marion G. Dumont 

July 22, 2014 
 


